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The issue of climate changeThe issue of climate change

Brief historyBrief history
•• Recognizing CORecognizing CO22 as an important greenhouse as an important greenhouse 

gasgas
•• Establishment of the Intergovernmental Panel Establishment of the Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change (IPCC)on Climate Change (IPCC)

Climate changes of the 20Climate changes of the 20thth centurycentury……



Changes of the 
20th century

Figure SPM.3;
Alley et al., IPCC, 2007
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Challenges/goals in researchChallenges/goals in research

Obtain a broader perspective on 20Obtain a broader perspective on 20thth

century changescentury changes
Develop a clear understanding of the Develop a clear understanding of the 
Earth climate systemEarth climate system
Attribute Attribute climate changesclimate changes to to forcing forcing 
mechanismsmechanisms



Meeting the challenges/goalsMeeting the challenges/goals

Monitoring components of the Earth Monitoring components of the Earth 
climate system, measuring processesclimate system, measuring processes
Developing numerical models to simulate Developing numerical models to simulate 
processes processes attributing climate changeattributing climate change
Exploring geologic records of past climates Exploring geologic records of past climates 
((paleoclimatologypaleoclimatology))
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W. Ruddiman

Conceptual model of climate-system processes



Conceptual Numerical Model

W. Ruddiman



The paleoclimate recordThe paleoclimate record

Geologic records that provide a view into Geologic records that provide a view into 
the pastthe past
Many records of globalMany records of global--scale changes over scale changes over 
a range of timescalesa range of timescales
Several key recordsSeveral key records……



Figure 6.1; 
Jansen et al., IPCC, 2007

Key record of long-term change: deep-marine sediments
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Figure 6.3;
Jansen et al., IPCC, 2007

Key record of long-term change: Antarctic ice cores
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The paleoclimate recordThe paleoclimate record

Key findings from longKey findings from long--term records:term records:
•• Covariance of COCovariance of CO22, temperature and ice , temperature and ice 

volumevolume
•• Present COPresent CO22 levels have not been attained in levels have not been attained in 

the last 650 the last 650 kyrkyr
•• Rate of change in atmospheric CORate of change in atmospheric CO22 was very was very 

slow compared to 20slow compared to 20thth centurycentury



The paleoclimate recordThe paleoclimate record

Key questions:Key questions:
•• What caused the highWhat caused the high--magnitude changes of magnitude changes of 

the last 650 the last 650 kyrkyr??
From these records alone, causal relationship of From these records alone, causal relationship of 
temperature, COtemperature, CO22 and iceand ice--volume changes is unclearvolume changes is unclear
The role of feedbacks (including COThe role of feedbacks (including CO22) is important, ) is important, 
but difficult to quantify but difficult to quantify –– models have helpedmodels have helped



The paleoclimate recordThe paleoclimate record

Records of shorterRecords of shorter--term change:term change:
•• Tree ringsTree rings
•• CoralsCorals
•• Lake sediments Lake sediments –– chemical and biological chemical and biological 

signaturessignatures
•• Ice coresIce cores
•• Reconstructions of small glaciersReconstructions of small glaciers



Compilations of temperature reconstructions 
for the Northern Hemisphere

Year

Figure 6.10b
Jansen et al., IPCC, 2007



Reconstructed forcings of climate change

Figure 6.14a;
Jansen et al., IPCC, 2007



Reconstructed forcings and simulations of 
temperature change

Figure 6.14
Jansen et 
al., IPCC, 
2007



The paleoclimate recordThe paleoclimate record

Key findings from shorterKey findings from shorter--term records:term records:
•• Warming of 20Warming of 20thth century is unprecedented in century is unprecedented in 

past 1000 yearspast 1000 years
•• ‘‘Natural Natural forcingsforcings’’ insufficient to reproduce 20insufficient to reproduce 20thth

century warmingcentury warming



The paleoclimate recordThe paleoclimate record

Key questions:Key questions:
•• Other Other forcingsforcings of 20of 20thth century warming, or century warming, or 

feedback mechanisms?feedback mechanisms?
•• Temperature records from the southern Temperature records from the southern 

hemisphere?hemisphere?
•• How has warming varied across regions?How has warming varied across regions?



Recent findingsRecent findings

“Continued greenhouse gas emissions at or 
above current rates would cause further 
warming and induce many changes in the global 
climate system during the 21st century that 
would very likely be larger than those observed 
during the 20th century.” -IPCC, 2007



Recent findingsRecent findings

Figure 
SPM.2; 
Alley et 
al., IPCC, 
2007



Figure SPM.6;
Alley et al., IPCC, 2007

Regional differences in warming – observed and projected

Greatest warming over land and high latitudes

Temperature Change in Degrees Celsius



Changes in Arctic sea ice

Source: NSIDC, 2008



Mernild et al., EOS, 2009
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Melt water descending 
into a moulin, a vertical 
shaft carrying water 
(and heat) to ice sheet 
base.  

Source:
R. Braithwaite, 
University of 
Manchester (UK)

Surface Melt on Greenland



Warming in Antarctica

Steig et al., 
Nature, 2009



Modeled projections of climate change

Figure SPM.5; Alley et al., IPCC, 2007



Summary Summary -- current challengescurrent challenges

Scientific understanding of climate change is Scientific understanding of climate change is 
good, AND it is improvinggood, AND it is improving
Current challenges:Current challenges:
•• IceIce--sheet mass balance/response timesheet mass balance/response time
•• Understanding the carbon cycleUnderstanding the carbon cycle
•• Quantifying feedbacks in the climate systemQuantifying feedbacks in the climate system
•• Improving limits on solar irradianceImproving limits on solar irradiance
•• Understanding change in the presence of changeUnderstanding change in the presence of change



Other (more important) issuesOther (more important) issues

The interconnection of climate change and energy The interconnection of climate change and energy 
use/policyuse/policy
Is scientific understanding of climate change Is scientific understanding of climate change 
sufficient to warrant policy changes?  sufficient to warrant policy changes?  

GLOBAL WARMING: IS THE SCIENCE 
SETTLED ENOUGH FOR POLICY?

Dr. Stephen Schneider

Stanford University, Biology Department, 
Member IPCC

Friday, April 24th, 3 pm, 140 Hutchison Hall

University of Rochester


